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We have investigated the behavior of the 2p3s3p , 2p3p3p , and 2p3s3s Auger lines of NiO, a model
compound in the class of strongly correlated 3d systems, while varying the photon energy across the Ni L3 and
L2 absorption edges. The experimental data are discussed in comparison with a theoretical model based on a
charge-transfer multiplet approach. When the excitation energy is below the L3 resonance, we observe the
2p3p3p and 2p3s3p peaks at a constant binding energy. This behavior is typical of nonradiative resonant
Raman scattering. If the photon energy is increased further, the 2p3p3p and 2p3s3p lines rapidly transform
into constant kinetic energy features, showing a normal Auger behavior. The transition from Raman- to
Auger-like behavior takes place for photon energies lower than the ones corresponding to excitations of the
photoelectron into ligand-hole states. This might indicate the participation of inelastic processes in the recom-
bination of the core hole involving energies much smaller than the NiO gap, or the possible presence of
nonlocal effects. On the high photon energy side of the L3 edge, the constant kinetic energy of the 2p3p3p
and 2p3s3p peaks is systematically larger than the one observed for an excitation well above the L2,3 edges.
We attribute this behavior to the intervention of an intermediate state of 2p53d10 character, which has very
little weight but is strongly enhanced at resonance. @S0163-1829~99!06215-3#INTRODUCTION
With the availability of tuneable photon energy sources
offered by synchrotron radiation facilities, resonant spectros-
copy has become a powerful technique to study the elec-
tronic properties of condensed matter. For instance, the pres-
ence of a core hole in the intermediate state allows the study
of the valence-band electronic structure, taking advantage of
the site and symmetry selectivity typical of core spec-
troscopies. A recent development of this technique consists
of exciting a core-hole with a well-defined moment with cir-
cularly polarized light, to be used as a probe to investigate
the magnetic properties of the system under investigation.1–3
For all these reasons, a better understanding of the core-hole
recombination processes ~Auger, x-ray emission! for reso-
nance spectroscopies has become a very crucial topic.
It is well known that, for an excitation near an absorption
threshold, the two-step model of the Auger or x-ray emission
process often fails. The creation of a core hole and its radia-
tive or nonradiative decay can no longer be considered as
distinct independent processes, but they have to be viewed in
a one-step model.4 In this case, often called the resonant
Raman regime, the energy position of the outgoing electron
~Auger! or photon ~x-ray emission! features follows the in-
coming photon energy, in contrast to the off-resonance exci-
tation case, where the Auger ~x-ray emission! lines appear at
constant kinetic ~photon! energy. The transition between
Raman- and Auger-like behaviors depends on the possibility
of the electron excited in the intermediate state losing energy
or delocalizing faster than the lifetime of the initial core
hole.5 If this is the case, the electron in the intermediate state
does not participate to the recombination of the core hole,
carrying away the energy of the absorbed photon. In this way
the electrons ~photons! produced by the recombination of the
core hole are detected at constant kinetic ~photon! energy.PRB 590163-1829/99/59~15!/9933~10!/$15.00Recently, resonant Auger ~RAES! and resonant x-ray
emission ~RXES! spectroscopies have also become impor-
tant techniques to study the electronic properties of con-
densed matter. In solid state physics they have been widely
employed in the investigation of core-excited states and of
decay processes. For instance, Drube and co-workers re-
ported the influence of the valence-band density of states in
the L3M 4,5M 4,5 resonant Auger of silver,6 while Weinelt
et al. investigated the interference effects in the Auger- and
Raman-like regimes of the resonant valence-band photo-
emission of Ni metal.7 Resonant Auger and x-ray scattering
have also been performed at the Ca L2,3 absorption edges of
the highly ionic system CaF2.8–10 L2,3-edge resonant x-ray
scattering studies in MnO ~Ref. 11! and NiO ~Ref. 12! have
recently been published, showing relaxation of the interme-
diate state, due to d-d and electron-hole pair excitation.
Here we present a study of the 2p3s3p (L2,3M 1M 2,3),
2p3p3p (L2,3M 2,3M 2,3), and 2p3s3s (L2,3M 1M 1) Auger
lines at resonance with the Ni L2 (Ni 2p1/2!Ni 3d) and Ni
L3 (Ni 2p3/2!Ni 3d) absorption edges in NiO. We have
chosen to study these Auger lines since their final states are
characterized by two core holes, implying that they cannot
be reached by any direct photoemission channel. This re-
duces the complexity of the problem as interference effects,
such as those giving Fano line shapes, are not present. The
experimental data are compared with the results of calcula-
tions including crystal-field effects and charge transfer.
NiO has long been considered as a prototype highly cor-
related compound since the observation that single-particle
band calculations predict it to be metallic in contrast to the
insulating nature of this system, characterized by a band gap
of about 4 eV.13,14 The nature of the gap ~either Mott-
Hubbard or charge transfer! has been at the center of the
scientific debate for a long time.15,16 The picture of NiO as a
strongly correlated charge-transfer insulator was recently9933 ©1999 The American Physical Society
9934 PRB 59M. FINAZZI, N. B. BROOKES, AND F. M. F. de GROOTTABLE I. Parameters defining the relative positions of the different configurations involved in the reso-
nant ~Raman! and nonresonant Auger 2p3p3p electron emissions. See text for the definition of D
53.5 eV, U57 eV, Q2p58.5 eV, and Q3p58.25 eV. The emitted free electrons are indicated as «P , «A ,
and «R , standing for photoemission electron, an Auger electron, and a Raman electron, respectively.
Ground state 3d8 3d9LI 3d10LL8
Weight 0.811 0.184 0.005
Relative energy ~eV! 0 D53.5 2D1U514
Intermediate state—XAS 2p53d9 2p53d10LI
Relative energy ~eV! D2Q2p525 2D1U22Q2p523
Final state—Raman 3p43d9«R 3p43d10LI «R
Relative energy ~eV! D22Q3p5213 2D1U24Q3p5219
Intermediate state—PES 2p53d8«P 2p53d9LI «P 2p53d10LL8«P
Relative energy ~eV! 0 D2Q2p525 2D1U22Q2p523
Final state—Auger 3p43d8«P«A 3p43d9LI «P«A 3p43d10LL8«P«A
Relative energy ~eV! 0 D22Q3p5213 2D1U24Q3p5219confirmed by valence-band resonant photoelectron spectros-
copy at the Ni 2p threshold.17,18
EXPERIMENT
The experiments were performed on the dragon beam line
ID 12B at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,19
using the circularly polarized light emitted by the helical
undulator Helios I.20 The slits of the monochromator were
chosen to have a high counting rate in the electron analyzer.
The photon-energy resolution was set to ;0.3 eV across the
Ni L2 and Ni L3 edges, and to ;0.5 eV in the low-intensity
regions of the absorption spectrum such as the pre-edge and
between the L2 and L3 . A clean ~100! sample surface was
obtained by cleaving in situ a NiO single crystal. The base
pressure of the chamber was ,5310210 mbar. The absence
of carbon on the sample surface was monitored by measuring
the C 1s core photoemission line. No detectable presence of
carbon contamination was observed between two successive
cleaves.
The energy distribution of the electrons excited in the
vacuum by the x-ray beam was measured at normal emission
using a commercial hemispherical analyser ~PHI Model
3057, mean diameter 279.4 mm! with multichannel detec-
tion. The bandwidth of the analyzer was set to 0.25 eV,
while its acceptance angle was 620 °. The direction of
propagation of the photons defined an angle equal to 60 °
with the sample normal, while the ~010! crystallographic axis
of the sample was parallel to the plane containing the photon
wave vector and the sample normal. In order to check and to
correct possible shifts of the energy scale due to sample
charging and/or drifts of the monochromator, the positions of
the O 1s core photoemission line and of the valence-band
maximum were measured for each spectrum.
THEORY
All the RAES spectra have been calculated with a
Kramers-Heisenberg-type formula4 using the charge-
transfer-multiplet ~CTM! model.21,22 We find that the charge-
transfer interaction has to be taken into account to obtain agood agreement between experimental and theoretical
RAES, at variance with NiO RXES, where the experimental
data can be well described by a model that does not include
ligand-hole configurations in the basis dataset.12 The neces-
sity of including charge transfer will be even more apparent
below, in the discussion about the photon-energy depen-
dence of the binding-energy position of the RAES peaks.
The ground state of NiO is described as a linear combi-
nation of 3d8, 3d9LI and 3d10LL8 states, where 3d9LI stands
for nine 3d electrons and a hole in the oxygen valence band.
The charge-transfer energy D, defined as the energy differ-
ence between 3d8 and 3d9LI , is 3.5 eV, while the correlation
energy U is 7 eV.22 Table I gives all the energy positions in
the ground state, in the intermediate state with the 2p core
hole, and in the final states with two core-holes in the 3s
and/or 3p shells. The 2p core-hole potential Q2p is assumed
to be 8.5 eV, while the 3s and 3p core-hole potentials (Q3s
and Q3p , respectively! are assumed to be 8.25 eV. Table I
also contains the final states in case of off-resonance 3p3p
Auger, which will be discussed below. Table I concerns only
the effects of charge transfer, giving the relative energy po-
sitions of the various configurations. Important additional
features are the atomic multiplet effects, also including the
exchange interactions between the holes in the 3s , 3p , and
3d shells. The lifetime broadening of the intermediate states
is assumed to be 0.2 eV in all cases, but we find that the
shape of the theoretical RAES spectra is not very sensitive to
significant variations of this parameter.
Table II describes in a systematic way all the multiplet
parameters used for the ground and intermediate states. The
parameters involved in the 2p3s3s , 2p3p3p , and 2p3s3p
resonant Auger final states are also given. The atomic ef-
fects, i.e., the Slater integrals and the spin-orbit interactions,
are calculated with an ab initio atomic program.21 An ionic
crystal field is added for all configurations. In the ground
state, the 3d8 configuration is coupled to the 3d9LI configu-
ration with an eg hopping (Veg) of 2.2 eV. The 3d
8 configu-
ration is affected by the spin-orbit interaction, by the Slater
integrals, and by the ionic crystal field; 3d9 is influenced
only by spin orbit and crystal field. Note that it is not neces-
PRB 59 99352p3s3p , 2p3p3p , AND 2p3s3s RESONANT AUGER . . .TABLE II. Parameters used in the charge-transfer multiplet calculation of 2p3s3s , 2p3s3p , and
2p3p3p resonant Auger electron emission. The energy D f , the spin-orbit couplings, the Slater integrals and
the crystal field are given for each configuration, as well as the Auger matrix elements describing the decay
and the hopping coupling the final states. The configurations are coupled by the hopping terms V(eg) and
V(t2g). Indicated is the value of V(eg). The t2g hopping V(t2g) is half this value. DA is the dipole transition
strength, and CA the Auger matrix element. For the 3s3s final state, only the matrix element ^2p«uR1u3s3s&
is present. All configurational parameters are given in eV units. See text for a detailed description.
Ground state 3d8 Veg52.2 3d
9LI
jd50.08 D53.50
Fdd
2 59.79 jd50.08
Fdd
4 56.08 Dq50.70
Dq50.70
Intermediate state 2p53d9 Veg51.8 2p53d10LI DA
jp511.51 Dx52.0 @1.837#
jd50.09 jp511.51
Fpd
2 56.18
Gpd
1 54.63
Gpd
3 52.63
Dq50.70
3s3s final state 3s03d9« Veg51.8 3s03d10LI « CA
jd50.09 D f526.0 @R150.19#«p
Dq50.70
3p3p final state 3p43d9« Veg51.8 3p43d10LI « CA
jp51.41 D f526.0 @R050.26#«p
jd50.09 jp51.38 @R250.18#«p
Fpp
2 512.91 Fpp2 512.73 @R250.27#« f
Fpd
2 514.37
Gpd
1 514.20
Gpd
3 58.66
Dq50.70
3s3p final state 3s13p53d9« Veg51.8 3s13p53d10LI « CA
jp51.40 D f526.0 @R150.19#«s
jd50.09 @RE0 50.23#«s
Fpd
2 511.51 @R1520.01#«d
Gpd
1 514.22 @RE
2 50.005#«d
Gpd
3 58.67
Gsp
1 517.38
Gsd
2 510.86
Dq50.70sary to include 3d10LL8 explicitly, as this configuration
cannot reach an intermediate state. The dipole transition DA
projects the 3d8 configuration onto the 2p53d9 configura-
tion. In the intermediate state the spin-orbit interaction of the
2p core hole and its coupling to the 3d states due to the
Slater integrals have to be included in the model. As there
are nine 3d electrons, the d-d Slater integrals vanish. The
2p53d10LI state consists of a single peak at a relative energy
~with respect to the 2p53d9 configuration! of 2.0 eV ~equal
to D1U-Q2p), split only by the 2p spin-orbit coupling. Thehopping in the intermediate and final states is assumed to
decrease slightly due to the presence of the core hole~s!.
Evidence that this reduction actually takes place comes from
recent resonant x-ray emission experiments.11,23
2p3s3s resonant Auger lines
In the case of the 2p3s3s resonant Auger line, the final
state is very simple. The 3s03d9 state is split only by its 3d
spin-orbit coupling and by the crystal field, both small. The
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22Q3s)526.0 eV ~see Table I!. The final state thus essen-
tially consists of two peaks, whose separation is directly re-
lated to the final-state energy difference between the two 3d9
and 3d10LI configurations. Figure 1 shows the theoretical in-
tensity and energy separation of the two 2p3s3s RAES main
lines ~corresponding to peaks G and H in Fig. 2! as a func-
tion of the final-state energy. Besides the two main lines,
some minor side peaks are also present due to the spin-orbit
splitting of the 3d band. In Fig. 1 these side peaks have been
neglected.
In the limit of large negative ~or positive! D1U22Q3s
values, the two final states become pure 3d9 and 3d10LI .
Their separation is roughly equal to D1U22Q3s and their
intensity is proportional to the weight of the ionic configu-
rations in the ground state ~cf. Table I!. In the case of smaller
final-state energy differences, the effects of bonding and an-
tibonding are larger. When the two lines cross over, the 3d9
and 3d10LI configurations have almost equal weight in both
the 2p3s3s peaks.
From Fig. 1 it can be concluded that the experimental
peak separation and relative intensities of the 2p3s3s RAES
spectrum allow for an accurate estimation of D1U
22Q3s . Since U and Q3s are relatively well established, this
also gives a good estimate of D.
FIG. 1. Theoretical peak intensity ~top! and energy separation
~bottom! of the 3s03d9 and 3s03d10 L-derived lines in the 2p3s3s
RAES as a function of (D1U22Q3s). The incoming photon en-
ergy is assumed to be the one corresponding to the L3 absorption
edge maximum. The horizontal bars indicate the uncertainty of the
experimental values. The vertical lines correspond to the value of
(D1U22Q3s)526.0 eV that has been retained.2p3s3p and 2p3p3p resonant Auger lines
In the case of the 2p3s3p resonant Auger line, the final
state has 3s13p53d9 and 3s13p53d10LI character ~in hole
notation 3s3p3d and 3s3p , respectively!. The ground and
intermediate states are identical to the 2p3s3s case. For
2p3s3p RAES there are four different Auger matrix ele-
ments: ^2p«uR1u3s3p& and the exchange term
^2p«uR0(E)u3s3p& for an emitted electron of s symmetry,
and ^2p«uR1u3s3p& and the exchange term
^2p«uR2(E)u3s3p& for an emitted electron of d symmetry.
The effective cross section is almost 100 times larger for the
emission of an s electron, and the emission of a d electron
can be neglected. Table II contains all the final-state param-
eters for 2p3s3p and 2p3p3p RAES. In the case of
2p3p3p RAES, the intermediate state is coupled to an emit-
ted p electron by R0 and R2 Auger matrix elements, and by
a R2 Auger matrix element to an emitted f electron. The
cross section for the emission of a p electron is approxi-
mately ten times larger.
In 2p3s3p RAES, the accessible final states have the
3s3p hole configuration (3s13p53d10LI ) or the 3s3p3d hole
FIG. 2. Comparison between experimental data and atomic mul-
tiplet calculations ~see text!. ~a! Ni L2,3 absorption. ~b! 2p3s3s ,
2p3s3p , and 2p3p3p Auger lines at the Ni L3 resonance (hn
5853.4 eV). The energy scale of the theoretical absorption spec-
trum has been shifted to align the theoretical and experimental Ni
L3 maxima.
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3s3p state is the 3s3p exchange. There are two peaks sepa-
rated by 10.47 eV, which is ; 23 times Gsp
1
. In case of the
3s3p3d final state, large values are found for the 3s3p ,
3s3d , and 3p3d exchange interactions. This results in a
complex final state multiplet spread over some 18 eV. Table
III reports all the energies and symmetries of the different
multiplets involved. In Table III only the large exchange
interactions ~Slater integrals! have been included. It can be
seen that the states lying at the lowest energies are the ones
given by the Hund’s rules with maximum spin and orbital
moments. The states with the highest energies have antipar-
allel 3s and 3p spins. All the states are further affected by
TABLE III. Symmetry, energy position, and multiplicity of the
ionic 3s3p , 3s3p3d , 3p3p , and 3p3p3d hole states given by the
exchange interactions only. The plus ~minus! sign of the symmetry
states denotes parallel ~antiparallel! core-hole spins. 2Pi indicates
an electron in the same hell.
State Energy Symmetry Degeneracy
~eV!
3s3p 2S32P 236
22.8672 3P1 9
8.6016 1P2 3
3s3p3d 2S32P32D 236310
27.8036 4F1 28
23.8450 2D1 10
23.5411 4P1 12
22.8646 4D1 20
2.3392 2F1 14
4.3678 2P1 6
9.5860 2F2 14
9.8501 2D2 10
10.8463 2P2 6
3p3p 2P32Pi 635/2
21.5275 3P1 9
1.5275 1D2 5
6.1098 1S2 1
3p3p3d 2P32Pi32D 103635/2
25.8867 4F1 28
24.5208 4D1 20
24.2561 2F2 14
23.8388 2P1 6
20.2873 2G2 18
0.3469 4P1 12
1.6770 2D2 10
4.3085 2D2 10
5.6102 2S2 2
6.4744 2P2 6
8.8703 2F1 14
10.4766 2D1 10the crystal field ~0.7 eV!, the 3d spin-orbit coupling ~less
than 0.1 eV!, and the 3p spin-orbit coupling ~1.4 eV!. To-
gether they form the total multiplets of the 3s3p and
3s3p3d configurations, separated by the final-state energy
difference of D1U2Q3s2Q3p526.0 eV. The overall
states in the spectra are then given by the bonding and anti-
bonding combinations of the 3s3p3d states and the 3s3p
states. The situation of the 2p3p3p RAES is similar, and all
energies and symmetries are also given in Table III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the
charge-transfer multiplet calculations and the experimental
data for the Ni 2p absorption edges and the 2p3s3s ,
2p3p3p , and 2p3s3p Auger lines at the Ni L3 resonance
(hn5853.4 eV). The final state binding energy ~BE! is given
by the photon energy minus the kinetic energy of the emitted
electron, minus the work function of the analyzer ~here as-
sumed to be equal to 4.5 eV!. The experimental absorption
spectrum was obtained in the total-electron-yield ~TEY!
mode measuring the sample drain current. With the param-
eters given above, a reasonable agreement is obtained both
for the x-ray-absorption spectroscopy ~XAS! and for the
RAES spectra at the same time. Concerning the 2p XAS
spectrum of NiO, we would like to remark that the theoreti-
cal model contains only a single 3d9LI configuration, and not
a bandlike set of states. Inclusion of the actual band shape
could improve the charge-transfer satellite region between
hn5858 and 864 eV. In particular, a band structure with two
maxima in the oxygen 2p valence band is able to reproduce
the two satellite structures at hn5859 and 862 eV. The ef-
fects due to the details of the O 2p band on the RAES peaks
are expected to be very small for photon energies far from
the charge-transfer satellite region in the XAS spectrum. In
particular, the multiplets contributing to the L3 maximum
depend very weakly on the shape of the valence band, and
the resonant Auger across the L3 main resonance are not
affected considerably. For this reason, we chose not to com-
plicate the theoretical model any further. Note also that the
simulation of the L2 edge is not as good as the L3 . To
improve the overall agreement for both the L3 and L2 thresh-
olds, one could use slightly different hopping values for the
L2 edge to include the effect of the continuum states.
The two-peaked 2p3s3s RAES spectrum is nicely repro-
duced. As described above, the peak separation is an impor-
tant factor that settles the final state energy difference. In
other words, in combination with the ground state and the
x-ray-absorption spectrum, it settles the values of D, U, Q3s
and the hopping. The agreement is very good also between
the experimental and theoretical 2p3s3p RAES spectra. The
three main peaks are correctly reproduced, while the fourth
peak just visible at a binding energy of 186 eV in the theo-
retical spectrum is smeared out by the lifetime broadening of
the Auger lines.
The agreement between the theoretical and experimental
2p3p3p RAES is also reasonably good. The first peak is
reproduced but the second structure at a binding energy of
144.5 eV ~labeled B in Fig. 2!, consisting in the experiment
of a peak with a shoulder, in the theory appears as two peaks.
This mismatch has to be probably ascribed to a poor estima-
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tions used in the calculation. On the other hand, the structure
labelled C at a binding energy of 157 eV is again nicely
reproduced. It has been reported that the 2p3p3p channel
interferes with the 2p3s3d channel.22 At the L3 resonance
the 2p3p3p channel dominates and the effects of including
this interference are minor. However, the effects on the
2p3s3d resonant photoemission spectrum are important.22
An overview of the 2p3s3p lines as function of the pho-
ton energy is shown in Fig. 3, where we plot a subset of the
data. Also traced are the lines corresponding to the position
of peak D @see Fig. 2~b!# in the case of Auger- or Raman-like
behavior. Note that, for 856<hn,861 eV and 870 <hn
,873 eV, peak D appears to be split: it still shows features
on the Auger line corresponding to off-resonance excitation,
but a large part of its intensity lies at the right of this line,
i.e., at lower binding energies. Note also that, even if the
main D peak is observed around the Auger line, at the L2
resonance some intensity is retrieved back in the Raman
channel at a binding energy of 179.5 eV.
Figure 4 shows the final-state binding energy versus the
photon energy dependence of the position of some of the
peaks in the 2p3s3p and 2p3p3p lines. For clarity we show
only the behavior of the sharp A , D , and E peaks @see Fig.
2~b!#, since the position of the others is sometimes not very
well defined. Focusing our attention to photon energies
across the Ni L3 edge only, we can distinguish three regions
characterized by very different behaviors of the binding en-
ergy position of the RAES lines. They cover the photon en-
ergies ~i! before the L3 edge (850<hn,852.5 eV), ~ii!
FIG. 3. Overview of a subset of the 2p3s3p spectra as a func-
tion of the photon energy. The spectra have been normalized to the
intensity of peak D of Fig. 2~b!.across the L3 absorption maximum (852.5<hn,856 eV),
and ~iii! between the L3 and the L2 edges (856<hn
,865 eV), respectively.
In the first region, we observe the 2p3p3p and 2p3s3p
peaks at constant binding energy. As illustrated above, this
behavior is typical of the radiationless resonant Raman emis-
sion which is obtained when the photon energy is set below
a threshold. Increasing the photon energy we enter the sec-
ond region where, at hn5853 eV, the peaks seem to sud-
denly move to a ;0.5-eV higher constant binding energy
~also see Fig. 5!. Above hn5854 eV, the peak position starts
following an Auger line with constant kinetic energy. Be-
cause of the step at hn5853 eV, it is difficult to say exactly
where the Auger behavior takes over from the Raman. How-
ever, note that the transition between these two regimes
seems to occur already at hn5854 eV.
The transformation of the RAES peaks into constant ki-
netic energy features is obtained as a particular case of the
one-step model when the photon energy is set at the onset of
a band or a continuum of states.4 This is the case, for in-
stance, of Ni metal, where the Auger behavior is expected
and observed as soon as the photon energy reaches the L3
edge.7 However, the case of the L3 edge of NiO is com-
pletely different, due to the very localized nature of the 3d
states. First, the Ni 4sp band can be immediately excluded
from contributing to the transition to the constant kinetic-
energy regime. In fact, the core-hole potential pulls the
atomic-like Ni 3d-derived states to much lower energies than
the Ni 4sp band. The transitions to the Ni-4sp continuum
are visible as a step at hn.866 eV, i.e., at least 12 eV above
the energy at which the Auger-like behavior sets in. Second,
FIG. 4. Binding energy of peaks A (2p3p3p), D, and E
(2p3s3p) as a function of the photon energy. The full straight lines
correspond to constant kinetic energy points. They have been traced
through the points corresponding to the positions of the peaks ob-
tained at hn5915 eV.
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ization between the Ni 3d orbitals and the O 2p ligands.
However, the charge-transfer satellites contribute to the in-
termediate state only at photon energies above 856.5 eV ~see
Fig. 2!, at least 2.5 eV above hn5854 eV, where the transi-
tion from Raman to Auger electron emission is observed.
Actually, the effect of the width of the O 2p-derived band on
the multiplets at the L3 main resonance are minimal, as also
demonstrated by the fact that, even if nonlocal screening is
considered, the first ionization states will be atomic-like and
only slightly affected by bandlike states.24 Since at hn
5854 eV the intermediate state is still well localized around
the absorbing atom, the RAES features should appear at con-
stant binding energy unless relaxation channels are present.25
These observations might indicate the participation of inelas-
tic processes in the recombination of the core-hole involving
energies much smaller than the NiO charge-transfer gap. An-
other possibility is that nonlocal effects are still important in
the intermediate state reached at the main resonance of the
L3 absorption edge, and that they can contribute to its relax-
ation. It is difficult to determine the nature of the relaxation
processes from our data. Just above the edge the system must
find a mechanism to lose its energy, for example by exciting
a phonon, a magnon, a transition between impurity states
into the gap, etc. This important problem can best be studied
FIG. 5. Enlarged view of the experimental binding energy of the
peaks A and D ~a! compared to the theoretical position of peak D
~b! as the incoming photon energy is scanned across the Ni L3
absorption edge ~c!. The diagonal full straight lines in ~a! have been
traced as in Fig. 4. The energy scale in panel ~b! has been deter-
mined as for Fig. 2~a!. In panel ~c!, the full line is the experimental
spectrum while the bars correspond to the theory.if an x-ray energy resolution of 0.1 eV, or possibly better, is
used. However, as we show below, the photon-energy depen-
dence of the peak position around threshold is more compli-
cated than a simple transition from Raman- to Auger-like
behavior.
Note that in the RXES spectra of NiO a significant
~;20%! Raman contribution is still visible for energies of
the incoming electron as high as 5–6 eV above the Ni L3
edge.12 In contrast, we cannot identify any Raman-like fea-
ture in the RAES spectra for hn.854.5 eV, mainly because
the complicated structure of the RAES lines and the large
core-hole lifetime broadening smear any weak feature into
the dominant Auger peaks.
In the third region, between hn5854.5 and 856 eV, the
position of the peaks suddenly drops, and above 856 eV it
seems to follow an Auger line again, at a different constant
kinetic energy. A rather interesting observation is that this
Auger line has no relation to any peak in the off-resonance
Auger spectrum ~see Fig. 4!. Only for peak D do we still see
a feature at the kinetic energy corresponding to the off-
resonance case. At higher energies (hn.861 eV) the peak
position shifts back to the original Auger line, which is also
the dominant peak across the L2 resonance and off reso-
nance. Note that, in the L2 region, only peak D still appears
to be split into two components: the first on the line corre-
sponding to the off-resonant Auger and the second at higher
kinetic energy. At least three mechanisms can be invoked to
explain the behavior of the RAES at the L3 resonance: ex-
perimental artifacts, multiplet effects, and ‘‘hidden’’ states.
Experimental artifacts
A potential experimental artifact, also discussed in Ref.
26, is related to insufficient resolution of the x-ray mono-
chromator. Assume for example a square box-shaped resolu-
tion function with a 1-eV width, and also assume a single
resonance with a lifetime broadening of 0.2 eV. Then, as
long as the system presents an intermediate state whose reso-
nance energy is within this 1 eV, it will resonate in the same
anner scanning the photon energy. If the peak intensity is
plotted as a function of the excitation energy, which is the
average energy of the 1-eV region, a peak with constant
kinetic energy is observed ~i.e., Auger behavior!. Excitation
energies for which the peak position lies ~significantly! be-
low or above the resolution window will show the expected
peak at a constant binding energy ~i.e., Raman behavior!.
With a Gaussian-shaped resolution function this behavior is
less strong, but still present. Thus, if the experimental reso-
lution of the x-ray monochromator is ‘‘poor,’’ say larger
than the lifetime broadening of the resonance~s!, this results
in an ‘‘artificial’’ constant kinetic-energy peak being found.
In the present case, the resolution is 0.3 eV across the L3
edge, and such effects should be limited. Note that the reso-
lution of the detector has no influence at all.
Multiplet effects
In the case of CaF2, it has been shown that for the reso-
nant photoemission spectra10,27 as well as the resonant x-ray
Raman spectra,28 multiplet and crystal-field effects can
modify the peak positions of the resonant spectra. The basic
idea of the resonance ~as discussed in the Introduction! as-
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state! from the ground state to a final state, resulting in a
peak at the binding energy of this final state. In many cases
the influences on the energy position of the peaks due to
crystal-field effects ~and approximately also of exchange! are
similar in the intermediate and final states. Assume that one
has a ground state G, two intermediate states I1 and I2 , and
two final states F1 and F2 . The basic theory then expects
two peaks at the constant binding energies related to F1 and
F2 . However, now assume that I1 decays essentially to F1 ,
and I2 essentially to F2 ~generally this happens only when
the splitting in the intermediate and the final state is about
the same!; then a single peak is observed, resulting from the
I1!F1 or I2!F2 transition. Its binding energy will be con-
stant as long as the intermediate state has either mostly I1 or
mostly I2 character, and will correspond to the one related to
F1 or F2 , respectively. If one shifts the excitation energy
from I1 to I2 , the final state will change from almost pure F1
to almost pure F2 , shifting intensity over the spectral shape.
More precisely, the peaks in the Auger spectrum will appear
to move to higher binding energy as the photon energy is
increased ~if the intermediate state is not relaxed!. The analy-
sis of CaF2 showed that this actually happens in the case of
crystal-field-split states.10,27,28
In the present situation the exchange interactions of the
2p hole can be expected to be drastically different from
those of the 3s and 3p holes. Only the crystal-field effect
should be similar in the intermediate and final states. There-
fore, one can set an upper limit of 0.7 eV to the constant
kinetic-energy shift due to intensity transfer over multiplet-
induced peaks. Figure 5 shows the binding energy of peaks A
and D as the incoming photon energy crosses the Ni L3
white line. The position of peak D predicted by the CTM
model is also indicated. Note that, since the model is local,
the calculation cannot describe the observed Raman to Auger
transformation. The theoretical BE of peak D shows a
0.55-eV shift toward higher BE after the L3 maximum, at
hn5854.5 eV, due to the transfer of spectral weight across
different crystal-field-split multiplets. In the experimental
data, the peak position presents a kink already at hn
5853.2 eV, i.e., before the Ni L3 edge. The observation that
the shift of the experimental position of the RAES peaks
occurs at a photon energy much lower than expected by the
theory seems to exclude transfer of spectral weight between
different Raman lines. More probably, the step at hn
5853.2 eV could be due to changing from a Raman- to an
Auger-like regime. The Auger-like behavior could be due
either to the photon-energy resolution effects described
above or to Auger recombination of relaxed lifetime broad-
ened multiplets @note that the lowest-energy multiplet in the
calculated absorption spectrum of Fig. 2~a! lies at hn
5853.25 eV#. We believe that the two phenomena are
present at the same time, since the Auger-like behavior is
observed for 853.2<hn,854.2 eV, while experimental arti-
facts might be important only over a range limited to the
energy resolution of the monochromator ~;0.3 eV!.
Multiplets effects are probably visible around hn
5854 eV, where the position of the peaks shows a second
step. In this case, it is difficult to say if we assist to a tran-
sition between different Raman lines at constant BE ~as ex-
pected by the one-step model! or between two distinctAuger-like lines ~either due to photon-energy resolution ar-
tifacts or to relaxation of the intermediate state! at constant
kinetic energy. In both cases, the transition will be induced
by excitation into distinct relaxed ~Auger behavior! or unre-
laxed ~Raman behavior! intermediate-state multiplets that se-
lectively decay into different final states. Note that the pho-
ton energy position of this second step is very similar to the
ones obtained from the CTM model, reinforcing the hypoth-
esis of the presence of multiplet effects.
An interesting observation is that, while we find that the
theoretical photon dependence of the binding energy of
peaks D and E is basically the same, peak F does not show
any theoretical shift. The reason is related to peak F having
mostly charge-transfer character (3d10LI ). This fact could be
used as a diagnostic to prove if multiplet effects are really
responsible of the kink we observe at hn5854 eV, or if dif-
ferent mechanisms have to be considered. Unfortunately, we
cannot determine the kinetic energy of peak F with a high
enough accuracy to say if it moves to higher values or stays
constant.
‘‘Hidden’’ states
The mechanisms illustrated above cannot account for the
constant kinetic energy peaks visible between hn5855.6 and
861 eV. These Auger peaks are not visible off-resonance,
where they can be considered to be ‘‘hidden.’’ To explain
the nature of this peak, we go back to Table I, which indi-
cates the energy positions of the states in XAS and Raman
~top! and for photoemission spectroscopy ~PES! and Auger
~bottom!. In XAS, about 80% of the total intensity goes into
the 3d9 intermediate state configuration and about 20% into
the 3d10LI intermediate state configuration. In PES, ;80% of
the total intensity goes into the 3d8, configuration ;20%
into the 3d9LI configuration and less than 1% into the
3d10LL8 configuration ~note that the actual states are linear
combinations of 3d8, 3d9, and 3d10 configurations, and that
there is interference!. Thus the 3d10 state is part of the PES
intermediate state, but has no or little weight. This implies
that the peak associated with its related Auger final state also
has no intensity. It is actually this configuration that has the
lowest binding energy in the final state due to the two 3p
holes, and hence a relative energy position of 24Q3p . Ex-
citations to the charge-transfer satellite at about 5 eV above
the edge reach intermediate states dominated by 2p53d10LI .
The relaxed intermediate state contains 2p53d10 character,
which can decay to the 3p43d10 ~or 3s13p53d10) final state.
Since at resonance the intensity of the Auger lines follows
the XAS dipole transition cross section, the intensity reach-
ing this final state is much larger than off resonance ~cf.
Table I!. Thus this state, which was hidden in the off-
resonance Auger regime, becomes visible in the on-
resonance Auger regime while exciting into the charge-
transfer satellite. Actually, we already observe these peaks at
photon energies as low as 856 eV, well below the position of
the ligand-hole satellite centered at hn5859 eV in the ab-
sorption spectrum. Moreover, the sudden drop of the BE
position of the RAES peaks for 854.5,hn,856 eV in Fig. 5
is already probably due to transfer of spectral weight to the
‘‘hidden’’ peaks. This is not incompatible with the interpre-
tation we have given above, since in the intermediate-state
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mixes peaks of 2p53d9 and 2p53d10LI character.
In this context, the off-resonant Auger spectrum results
from the decay of a relaxed intermediate state of mostly
2p53d9 symmetry. In principle, the Auger electrons emitted
as a consequence of the core-hole recombination of these
relaxed states should also be observable in the energy range
where the ‘‘hidden’’ states become visible. For this reason,
all the RAES peaks should be accompanied by lines at a
kinetic energy corresponding to the off-resonance Auger
spectrum, as we see for peak D. In practice, however, these
components are only resolved in connection to peak D.
Partial yield
Figure 6 shows the partial yield intensity of peaks D and
C of Fig. 2~b! as a function of the photon energy across the
L3 absorption edge @the dependence of peaks B and E of Fig.
2~b! is essentially the same as the one observed for peak D.
Peak F shows a behavior more similar to peak C#. Note how
the partial yield of peak D follows the total TEY absorption
intensity, as expected for Auger transitions with a final state
that cannot be reached by a direct dipole transition, thus
excluding the possibility of interference with normal
photoemission.9 The fact that peak C does not resonate as
much as peak D can be interpreted as a consequence of the
predominant charge-transfer character of peak C. Actually,
the constant final-state spectra calculated for peaks F and D
show that, compared to the partial yield of peak D, the
charge-transfer satellite F has a lower intensity when the
photon energy corresponds to the L3 maximum (hn
5853.4 eV), and a higher intensity on the TEY shoulder at
hn5855.2 eV. However, this effect is not as large as ob-
served in Fig. 6. One reason for this could be too small a
final-state hopping in the theoretical model.
Since in the energy range across the L3 edge the position
of peak D follows the photon energy, the partial yield spec-
FIG. 6. Intensity of peaks D and C as a function of the photon
energy compared to the TEY spectrum.trum is dominated by the 2p3/2 core-hole lifetime.29 One-step
models of the Auger process predict that at resonance the
broadening of the Auger lines might be reduced.4 The analy-
sis of the full width at half maximum of peak D shows that if
such an effect is present, it is smaller than the resolution of
the electron energy analyzer ~;0.25 eV!.
L2 resonance
At the L2 edge, peaks A and D evolve into two structures
~see Fig. 4!. The first one is the Raman feature, visible across
all the L2 resonance at a constant binding energy correspond-
ing to the pre-L3 edge Raman peak. The second is the Auger
peak related to the relaxed Auger of the L3 edge, which
appears at about the same kinetic energy as the off-resonance
Auger. Note that the Auger peak associated to the 2p53d10
intermediate state is still visible in the 2p3s3p L2 RAES,
but is weaker than at the L3 edge.
In principle, one could expect additional peaks, such as an
Auger structure related to the L2 edge itself (2p1/23p3p Au-
ger!. In fact, in Ni metal this L2 Auger peak is visible.7
Another possible decay channel could be the L3 Raman
channel, represented by the one-step recombination of the
2p3/2 core hole resulting after a 2p1/2!2p3/2 Coster-Kronig
transition. The absence of the L3 Raman peak at the L2 edge
indicates that the Coster-Kronig decay produces a relaxed
intermediate state. The presence of the L2 Auger peak in Ni
metal and its absence in NiO indicates that for NiO the
Coster-Kronig decay dominates the production of a relaxed
intermediate state in the presence of a 2p1/2 core hole. It is in
fact somewhat surprising that this channel is seen for Ni
metal.7 As indicated above, the study of this core-hole dy-
namics can be greatly refined by using as high an x-ray en-
ergy resolution as possible.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the 2p3s3s , 2p3p3p , and 2p3s3p Au-
ger lines at resonance with the Ni L2,3 absorption edges in
comparison with a charge-transfer multiplet model. When
the photon energy is below the L3 resonance, the 2p3p3p
and 2p3s3p peaks appear at a constant binding energy, as
expected for a nonradiative Raman process. The behavior of
the RAES lines becomes much more complicated as the pho-
ton energy is scanned across the L3 absorption maximum,
where symmetry-dependent multiplet effects are probably
present. If hn is increased further, the 2p3p3p and 2p3s3p
lines show a normal Auger behavior, with peaks at a constant
kinetic energy. The transition between these two regimes oc-
curs at photon energies lower than those corresponding to
excitations of the photoelectron into ligand-hole states. This
might indicate the participation of inelastic processes in the
recombination of the core hole, involving energies much
smaller than the NiO gap, or the presence of nonlocal effects.
On the high-energy side of the L3 edge, the constant kinetic
energy of the 2p3p3p and 2p3s3p peaks is systematically
larger than the one observed for an excitation well above the
L2,3 edges. This is due to the intervention of a relaxed inter-
mediate state of 2p53d10 character, which has very little
weight but is strongly enhanced at resonance.
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